EPAS Training for SA Health Placements

Flinders University provides students with EPAS training via online modules in FLO.

- This training is designed to be self-paced and should take less than two hours to complete. EPAS training may count towards your placement hours up to a maximum of two hours.

- Students must complete the training at least 14 days prior to their placement in order for your access to be actioned on time.

To access the EPAS Basics for Allied Health Professionals online modules, please click [here](#) and self-enrol into the topic by using your Flinders Authentication Number (FAN).

Once enrolled, you will find 2 online modules that include lessons and assessment tasks throughout. Once you have successfully completed all of the modules and passed the assessment items, your EPAS access will automatically be actioned.

Should SA Health request proof of completion we would recommend for students to take screenshots of completed modules or alternatively advise SA Health to contact swplacements@flinders.edu.au for confirmation of your completed EPAS training.